
Fully Slot-die Coated Efficient Perovskite 
Solar Cells 

Device Structure 

The solar cell module is built atop a single fluorine-doped tin oxide coated glass, where distinct areas are drawn by an insulation 
line in the conductive layer. On one area, dense and mesoporous titania layers form the electron selective anode. These layers are 
subsequently coated by an insulating layer of mesoporous zirconia, followed by a graphite/carbon-black layer which constitutes the 
hole-selective cathode. The latter overlaps as to land on the next area of the conductive substrate, hereby ensuring a serial 
connection to the adjacent cell. The module is completed by the introduction of methylammonium lead iodide perovskite from the 
annealing of a precursor solution sipped into the porous structure. 
 

Introduction 

Device performance & Shelf-life stability 

Slot-die Coating MPSC- Co-firing (EU Patent Applications:  EP18180245.5  & EP18180243.0 ) 

The focus of Peroprint is to develop perovskite solar cells with high efficiencies, using industrially relevant printing and coating 
techniques. Perovskite solar cells are the fastest developing solar cell technology till time. In a short time span, power conversion 
efficiencies exceeding 22% in small area lab cells were reported by different research groups, hereby challenging existing dominant 
photovoltaic technologies. 
In this project, we were able to develop a fully slot die coated monolithic perovskite solar cells (MPSC) with 12% efficiency. We have 
successfully developed a co-firing method to fabricate a full stack of MPSC with one  high temperature firing step. Screen printing 
was also developed in parallel to up-scale  module sizes to 250×200mm. 
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Slot die coating the full mesoporous MPSC process includes sequential deposition of compact titania ink on FTO, mesoporous 
titania, mesoporous zirconia and carbon electrode with intermediate drying steps. The process includes only one high temperature 
firing step after slot die coating all the layers, this reduces the fabrication time from 14 hours to 3.5 hours.  The infiltration of the 
MAPbI3 perovskite ink is done using a robotic dispensing system. 

Slot-die stripe coating of cTiO2 on 100×100 mm FTO coated glass substrate and then 
sequential deposition  of the  mTiO2, mZrO2 and carbon layers. 

Solar cell module architecture 

  Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 

Reference (Screen printed) 24 0.84 63 12.7 
Slot die coated (Small area) 22 0.8 73 13.2 
Slot die coated (Large area) 20 0.91 65.7 12.01 

Screen-printed MPSC was used as a reference cell. Slot die coating was developed 
sequentially as shown in the  figure where individual layers were slot die coated and the rest 
screen printed until a fully slot- die coated MPSC was achieved. Slot-die coated MPSC shows 
shelf-life stability of open cells over 1 year when stored under ambient condition. 

Future Work 
 Infiltration of perovskite precursor solution by an industrial 

technique 
 Assess weatherability and environmental resistance 
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 Large area slot die coating on module sizes 
 Incorporating laser ablation  (P1, P2,P3) to increase  
    the active  area  in modules 
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